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LIVING IN DIVERSITY IN R.J PALACIO’S WONDER NOVEL: A SOCIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

ABSTRAK


Kata kunci: keragaman, sosiologi sastra, wonder
ABSTRACT

This research is about the diversity that reflected in the novel Wonder using sociology of literature theory. The object of this study is a Wonder novel by R.J. Palacio as many as 315 pages. This research aims to find out what kinds of diversity reflected in the Wonder novel, how the diversity reflected in the Wonder novel through characterization analysis and find the reason Palacio made a diversity issue in her novel. The researcher uses techniques of data collection by reading, taking the important notes and identifying the data that has been collected. While data analysis is by data reduction, data display and conclusion drawing and verification. The data validity is taken according to Denzin (1978) and Patton (1999), namely triangulation of data sources and theory triangulation. Based on data analysis, the results of the study are: (1) the type of diversity in the novel Wonder namely racial diversity, diversity of social status and diversity of family backgrounds (2) diversity was described through characterizations, plot, settings, points of view, symbols and imagery (3) Palacio raised the issue diversity in the novel wonder because it is inspired by her personal experience.

Keywords: diversity, sociology of literature, wonder
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